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The primary objective of the Anvil Points Oil Shale Research 
Center n'ONTHLY PROGRESS ~mMORANDUF is to advise authorizer! 
personnel enployed by the Particinating Parties (1) that various 
activities are in progress or that certain stgnificant data 
have been obtained within the ~esearch Center. 
These ~~ON'I'HLY JlROGRESS tllEr10RANDA have been orepared to provide 
rapid, on-the-spot reporting of research currentIv in progress 
at Anvil Points. The conclusions c1ra~!m by project personnel 
are tentative and ~ay he subject to chanqe as ~'ork progresses. 
The PROGRESS r~Er10RANDA ha.ve not been edited in detail. 
(1) Socony Mobil Oil COMpany, Inc., Project "vianaqer 
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~10J\lTHLY PROGRESS ~~m~ORANDU'" 
(Covering August 16 to ~epteJl'lber 15, 19(35) 
I. ADrHNISTRATIVE 
There have been significant nersonne1 changes during the past 
month. Humble has rotated peonle in three positions~ 
Analytical Laboratory Section 
R. Bernheimer replaced B. L. Beck as an ~nalytical 
Chemist. (D. Lieclerman '~as appointed. ~unervising 
Chemist at P-.nvi1 Points t"ith HUMble's concurrence.) 
Retort Section 
E. E. Turner and D. P. Cotrupe replaced C. 7.'r. Tyson 
and I. A.. Jefcoat as Retort Engineers. 
In addition, Phillips has assigned R. L. Cla~nitt as a full time 
Technical Observer at Anvil Points. ~'1r. C1aMoitt is working 
with the Retort Group. 
Breaking these new neop1e in and acquainting them with Qesearch 
Center procedures are proceeding rapidly and smoothly, although 




II. MINING SECTION (G. R. Haworth and J. B. Sellers) 
A. Production 
The fifth and final round in "Charlie'; "1as drilled and blasted 
on September 8. Improve0 fragmentation re~ulted fro~ more care­
ful attention being paid to blast hole positioninq. The yield 
was 2,350 tons of oil shale, and haulaqe to the crusher plant 
has started. All future rounds ~1ill be taken from the north 
end of I'Able'f • 
B. Development 
Work on the development necessary to open UP a full 40 foot h,igh 
face at the north end of "Able" is cOMplete, 1dth the exception 
of loading out the last round. The floor in "Able" and Crosscut­
9 was 9 to 11 feet above the floor in "Charlie". :A. 25 foot ~.,ide 
cut has been benched out alonq Crosscut-9 from ilCharlie" to 
"Able". A 40 foot ,dde cut has been benched out to the face at 
the north end of "Able ", ~~dth 0. ramp connecting the 10',,1er and 
original floor. 
Blast hole patterns "rere varied during the benching proaram. 
Nork ",as started with 4 foot 6 inch spacing and bur(1,en, and later 
increased to 6 foot centers. The last round has been drilled 
~<Tith holes inclinec1, at 30° to the vertical in an attempt to 
reduce the number and size of large slabs of shale in the blasted 
rock. Examination of the shale as it i~ loaded out of the face 
"till indicate whether inclined holes should be investigated 
at a later stage, during bench blast research "York. The tonnage 
of shale finally to be removed from this 9 to 11 foot bench 
totals 4,700 tons, averaging 47 gal/ton. This shale is being 
transferred to Crosscuts 1 and 2 where it is stockpiled for any 
possible future use. 
C. Water Supply System 
Nork is continuing on rehabilitating the Mine water supply 
system. This system is supplied by reservoirs above the mine 
on top of the mesa. A pump at the reservoirs feeds a head tank 
from which piping leads dO\tm a borehole into ,lldi t No. 4, and 
on to Adit No.1. 
The pump house has been repaired and the transmission line to 
the pump house is under repair. The pipeline between Adits 1 
ana 4 has been checked out, and the foot path from the ventila­
tion raise to the top of the cliff face has been put back in 
good condition for pump servicing purposes. There are eight 
more days of electrical work to be completed before the pump 
can be connected. The surface pi'Pinq syste~ can then he checked 
out and put into operation. ~ater haulage from the plant by 
truck will be discontinued. 
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D. r'Iine Road ~'!aintenance 
The portable crushing and screening plant has been overhauled 
and is to be put into operation, crushinq aravel, on September 
20. The road' betNeen the main high"7ay and-the Anvil Points 
plant has been resurfaced and therefore aravel haulaqe to the 
mine road can be resumed. " • 
E. r'1ining Research 
The sag rods have been delivered from the manufa.cturer and are 
being pre~ared for installation. Holes for the rod instal­
lations have been ~rilled in the roof of "Able" haulaqe'~7ay C.t 
all crosscut intersections. 
Sag measurements taken from these rods will give an indication 
of any movement or parting of the ~eddinq planes in the roof 
of II Able II haulaget',ay. 
-6­
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III. 	rmCHANICAL ENGINEERING (T.,. S. Bergen) 
Retort No. 2 ~,.,as evaluated usinq the riser type distributors 
and the liner. During this period a roajor shutdown for ten 
days was reC'uired to repair the priJl'lary crusher. 
Retort No. 1 ~laS revised for the use of oxyaen for corobustion 
air to obtain a high Cp gas. 
Summary 
The addition of the liner appears to have eliminatec. areas of 
low density in the bed. Yields of 86 to 87% "rere found at 
two operating conditions. 
Clinkering has developed on occasions usually follot,ring a shale 
stoppage or loss of combustion. 
The primary crusher repairs extended to a ten day period, shut­
ting the retort down for a week. All main bearings of the 
crusher were rebabbi tted and the Pitman Cap cracks re"ielded. 
Revisions to Retort No. 1 were completeD and the unit put into 
service September 12. 
Discussion 
1. 	 The riser distributors and the liner "'ere tested at several 
key conditions proDucing yields to 87%. During the last 
runs, the riser ports "'ere fouled and a clinker was formed. 
The exact time this occurred is not kno"m. Hm.,ever, fouling 
has occurred t>7hen unretorted shale has reached the combus­
tion zone. This condition did occur when lining out for 
the very 10\<1 air, high recycle run. 
No ,~arping or bendinq of the distributor headers or risers 
have occurred. These risers 'Nere connected to the air 
headers by thread connections just helow the combustion 
zone. After two months of service, l::hey "lere removed with 
no galling of the threads. "Silver Goon" rranufa.cture(~ by 
Crawford nfg. Co. is used as the anti gallinq c01:"'lnoun<1. 
j':ie~,r slotted, lop velocity port risers \Adll be installed for 
operation the week of September 19, 1965. 
2. 	 Net;l risers for Retort j'~o. 2 ,,'ere c.esigneci. Air ,.,rill dis­
charge from the riser slots vdth Cl 35 to 50 ft/sec velocity. 
This contr~sts the hiah velocity port ~esiqn just re~oved. 
The ION velocity ports are J:·eing tested to ascertain L'ort 
velocity effects upon dust generation, combustion intensity 
and yield. 
3. 	 The electrostatic precipitator has functionu: t,rith no nrob­
lens. The a6dition of the Aecond support has nroved effec­
tive and efficiencies are maintaining the 98.5% levels. 
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4. 	 The liner has warped badly in the combustion zone. It 
has been straightened on each major shut dot-me A gradual 
coke build-up is occurrin~ behind the liner in the re­
torting zone. It will reauire removal ann c1eaninq on 
the next shutdo~m. The liner in the retorting zone has 
proved effective in minimizing shale br:lfl.(]'ing and elimina­
ting the low density bed. 
5. 	 The cyclone liquid recovery has varied from approximately 
60 to 85+% depen~ing upon the recycle aas rate. At low 
gas rates, the cyclone is most inefficient. This contri ­
butes to fouling during startup. One solution to the start ­
up problem mentionerl in last month's report is to size a 
cyclone for startup conditions. Other recovery eouin~ent 
is being investi(],ateC' '-lhich hopefully 'tI7i11 be 'More efficient 
at wider operating ranqes. 
6. 	 Mist recovery equipment now contemplated for testing are! 
a. 	 Cyclone (in use) 
b. 	 Hu1tic10ne (being fabricated) 
c. 	 Floating bed scrubber (to he rented) 
d. 	 Venturi type scrubber (to be borrowed) 
e. 	 Rotoc10ne (on site) 
f. 	 Electrostatic Precipitator (in use) 
g. 	 De~ister (tested) 
h. 	 Air cooler' condenser (tested) 
7. 	 During the shutdown for the crusher repairs, one roll of 
the spent shale roll feeder was founc to be loose on its 
drive shaft. It was repaired. However, the irnn1ications 
of the loose roll on past runs must be judged. The loose 
roll was not completely friction free from the shaft anc 
~V'ou1d move at random. The chance of uneven shale flo,,! 
east to ",est ~!{as very probable. Charts of the Garmn-O-Tron 
level control show the effect of the repair. Variation 
in roll speed is now mininum. 
A revie't'7 of the Garn.T1-0-Tron cha::ts ir:e icates the hre,'?k 
may have occurred bet'!reen ~uns 13445 ane B446, last Decem­
ber. Clinkering probleMs durina past operations may also 
have been caused by short time slo", do',ms of the east roll. 
8. 	 The dilution gas for Retort No. 2 is not·? taken from the 
purge condenser effluent before the reheat section. This 
change ,..:ras made August 16. The revision was marle to nro­
vide the cleanest possible gas to the risers therebv Mini­
mizing port fouling. 
9. Liquid and dust sampling problems are recurring. 
to remove differences in unit operator techniques 
the liquid sample, a True-Cut proportionate fluid 





the week of September 19. 
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Facilities to sample dust from the Rotoc10ne exhaust are 
being provided and will be operative the 'Vleek of September 
19. 
10. 	 Present plans are to test horizontal nipe distributors in 
Retort No. 2 a.fter the conclusion of th~ 10,,1 ve10citv riser 
tests. The results of the tests ~.>1ith the 10~·1er slot· 
velocity risers will be checked against the high port 
velocity runs. The retter of the t'i.\10 type ports '\trill be 
used for the horizontal pines. 
Tests ,,1111 be made "dth both single and double level hori­
zontal distributors. The liner 't..ri11 remain in poth the 
retorting and combustion zones for these studies. 
11. 	 Retort No. 1 ""as repaired and nut into service. '!'he ~1arped 
center section was removed. External stiffeners were in­
stalled at the combustion zone and sunports were ~ounted 
at the top of the unit to prevent slu~ping and bulging 
during perioes of very high temneratures. 
The center air nort was lowered and is nC~,7 t,,·TO inches above 
the neriphera1 inlets. 
Orifices ,,,ere installed on the lines to the center and 
peripheral air distributors to regulate air or gas splits. 
A double star feeder t,Tas installed at the spent shale dis­
charge to prevent gas leakage at this point. 
Facilities to supply, measure, ana regulate oxyaen f1m'1 
were orovided for the high Cp studies. 
The top bed height canahi1ity \<1as raised from seven to 
nine feet. 
The retort ,'ras completely reinsu1ateC'-. 1\d.ditiona1 pres­
sure taps were installed. 
12. 	 Further design work has been initiated for Petort No.1, 
to incorporate three additional peripheral inlet sections 
12-inches apart above the existing inlet. Hot inert gas 
addi tion "'Till be testeC'. 03.t various levels. 
13. 	 The crushing plant ~1as shut down August 12 for inspection. 
The Research Foundation reported that three days would he 
re~uired to repair the bearings found da~ageo on the primary 
j a\'J crusher. Ten days ~'J'ere required. 
Three main bearings 'i'1ere eventually rebabbittec. HO~1ever, 
the main problem ""as Hith cracks in the Pitman water 
cooled bearing. The Research Foundation shipned all 
bearings to Grand Junction for brazing and babhittino. 
-9­
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Several of the babbitt jobs \,Tere poor and requirec rebab­
bitting. Then, arlditional cracks develoned in the Pitman 
Cap. At this point, the Research Foundation reoueste0 
our advice. The Traylor Comnany ~r1as contacted and their 
procedures for rewelcing cracks, rebabbittina, olus shaft 
clearances obtained. The Pesearch Foundation completed 
their work using Traylor instructions flonClay morning, 
August 23. 
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IV. 	 RETORTING SECTIOl'! (J. F. La"rson) 
A. 	 Retorting Group (R. L. ClaMPitt, D. P. Cotrupe, P. H. 
~ifford, J. M. Hasz, K. I. jagel and F. E. T~rner 
Summary 
Host of this T"1onth has been spent ooeratinq ~etort r,'o. 2. The 
last few days have been spent shaking om-m and operatinq Retort 
No. 1 after a long do~,m period. 	 . 
The operability of Retort No. 2 has ~een i~~rovec consi0erably 
by three recent TTlodifications. The effect or l1~ing a riser 
type distributor was sho"m to improve operability in last Month's 
report. Since then "1e have tested the effect of a stainless steel 
liner installed in the retort an<'l repa.i t:"ee. a loose roller on 
the roll feeder. The installation of the liner has particularly
improved operability. 	 . 
Yields in the 87% ranqe have been obtaine0. on Ret.ort No. 2 at 
500 lbl (hr) (ft2) ra~·1 s1)ale at relatively high recycle rat-eel 
and low air rates. An attempt to reproduce Run 507, SOB anq 
509 yields obtained in Retort No. 1 has been unsuccessful. 
A net" technique of sampling shale from the Moving sha.le bed 
has been developed. Dust concentration in the retorting and 
combustion zones is as high as 30 to 50 tiT"'·.es ~,rhat it is in the 
rat'l1 shale feed. 
A new jacketed gas sampling probe has permittee us to improve 
the quality of our gas sampling within the retort during operation. 
There are still SOMe mechanical problems with the sampler, how­
ever, it can be tentatively concluded that oxygen concentration 
in the 2 to 5% range exist six inches above the air inlets. 
A new method of evaluating the uniformity of s~ale move~ent 
during retort 0geration has also been developed. Steel rings 
are inserted around the periphery and in the center of the 
retort and are picked up from the spent shale belt by an 
electromagnet. The time of travel is Mea.sured. 
The dust carried out by the spent shale rotoclone is a sianifi ­
cant, but small, stream of organic carhnn leaving the unit 
which is unaccounted for. In one run, if this l'lere taken into 
consideration the organic carbon halance \-las increased by about 
0.5%. Some work is also being done to irnorove t!:le sampling of 
liquid product and the analysis of the liauid product for 
water. This sampling and analysis affects hoth yield and organic 
carbon balance. 
A slow equilibration of the unit after startun or after a process 
change has been shown to exist. This line out is sho~m by 
-11­
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gradual increases in the organic carbon content of both the gas 
and spent shale. It ao!,ears to be consistent ,dth the accumu­
lation of an organic carbon rich Material inside the retort. 
Tentatively, we have concluded that this is the (""lust which has 
been shown to exist in the retortinq and combustion zones. 
1. Retort No. 2 Operations. 
a. Effect of Hard~'I7are Changes on Oper?bility 
During the vacation shutdor-m, the major mOr:li-rication Made 
to the retort was the installation of a stainless steel 
liner. The liner was installed to orovide a ~all surface 
similar to that in Retort No.1. Operation to date indi­
cates that the liner has had a definite and beneficial 
effect. Bed height reauirements previously dete~ined on 
Retort No.1 now a!,ply to the Retort !lo. 2. Before instal­
lation of the liner, bed height reauirement for a given 
offgas temperature was about 2-feet qreater than required 
on the No. 1 or lined No. 2 Retort. 
It is fairly certain that the change in operation of the 
retort resulted from the elimination of stable shale bridge 
above the air distributors. Installation of the liner oro­
vided a slick wall surface and eliMinated anchor points 
necessary to support and maintain the bridge. It should 
be emphasized that the bridge was not static - it did not 
prevent shale flm.,- - but "'as a dynamic, steady-state bridqe 
through which the shale moved. Thief saJ'llples taken with 
a 3-inch pipe through the \-,all of the retort inlJ"edia.tely 
above the air distributor bayonets during J:?un B665 (prior 
to the vacation shutdown) showed an extremely low bed 
density above the distributors. The thief samnles obtained 
consisted primarily of dust with few large pieces of shale 
included. The bed also offered no resistance to ~robing. 
Subsequent thiefing of the be~ since installation of the 
liner shows a high density bed comnosed of large shale 
particles and dust. A large resistance to probing is also 
noted. 
The change in bed height requirement and the probing experi­
ence indicates that prior to the installation of the liner 
a low density expanded bed about 2-feet in height existed 
in the region of the air distributors. This bed configuration 
can account for a number of the operating difficulties 
experienced on the ~etort No.2 such as~ (l)difficulty in 
controlling the shale level in the stanooiner (2)the ohser­
vation that occasionally something "broke loose" in the 
retort~ and (3)the formation of clinkers at high levels 
in the retort. 
Durinq the shutdown necessitated by the crusher failure, 
it was found that the east roll feeder at the bottom of 
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the retort had broken loose from its drive shaft. Attempts 
have been mac.e to determine how long the roll had been 
broken. However, the various observations that can be 
made are over shado\'!ed to a large degree by the effect of 
the stainless steel liner. About the only conclusions that 
can be reached are: ~ 
(1) 	 A review of Garom-O-Tron charts indicates that 
the roll may have broken between Runs B445 and 
B446, last December. 
(2) 	 The broken roll probably contributed ~ateria11y 
to the startup difficulties experienced on the 
retort. 
(3) 	 ~1echanica1 model studies indicate that once shale 
flow is properly estab1ishee, the rolls should 
not have much effect at the level of the air dis­
tributors. 
The unit was started up without difficulty on ~ugust 23. 
Operation to date has been smooth and continuous. Although 
90% FA yields have not yet been obtainea, the objective of 
providing an operable retort has been achieved. 
b. 	 Effect of Process Variables 
Reasonable operability was achieved after the riser type 
air distributor was installed. (This "ras done immediately 
prior to Run B659.) Because of low organic carbon balances, 
short run time, or failure to initiate combustion at all 
eight of the risers, the first siqnificant data were achieved 
in Run B674:. This run as ~\1e11 as replicates. of this run 
having organic carbon balances in the 96 to 104% range are 
presented in Table 1. This series of runs was carried out 
at about the same conditions as were used in ~uns 507, 508 
and 509 which were carried out in Fetort t1o. 1. The air 
and recycle rates are lower by about 400 SCF/Ton RA and 
1,000 SCF/Ton RS, respectively and the bed height is 2­
feet higher. The average yield is about 5.6% lower than 
was achieved in Retort No.1. (Currently, a stu~y is being 
carried out in Retort No. 1 to determine if the yields of 
Runs 507, 508 and 509 are reproducible.) It is doubtful 
that this yie1c. difference can he attributed to the dif­
ferences in process conditions. An alternative explana­
tion is that the retort hardware is responsible for the 
yield difference. A study of the effect of some of the 
hardt'lare variables is planned in Retort r·lo. 2. Some of 
these studies have been completed and more are n1annea. 
In addition, a very limited exa~ination of process vari ­
able effects has been carried out with this retort and air 
distributor design. t,7i th these stun/ies, we have considered 








LE~JGTH OF ROil, hours 
RI:TORT TYPE NurlBER 
OIL RECOVERY SVSTEn NmliBER 
OPERATING CONDITIONS: 
- RaH Shale, lbs/ (hr) (ft2) 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 
Nom'. Size Range, inches 
Avg. Part. Diam., inches 
Air, SCF/Ton RS 
Tot. Recycle, SCF'/Ton RS('Vlet) 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (t-let) 
Propane, SCF/Ton RS 





Air Temo. Entering Retort, of /70 /ft2­/ X~ /'99 























/ I( ',() 	 , 
,d;...1I Soent Shale Temperature, OFt e-s:r.) (¥SZ)) (¢sz» 3Rl/ 4.2.3 
IPRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 	 83.S 
Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA 0,-::> 0,1/
Oil in Spent Shale, 'vol % RSFA 0.0 0.0 	 0.0 
Total Oil Heas., vol % RSFA 
Total t':ater, lbs/Ton RS 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 
rtineral C02 Decomposed, % 
MATERIAL BALANCES! 
Ash, wt , (measured) 
Basis for Yields & r1at' 1. Bal. 
Overall Balance, wt % 
Organ~c Carbon Balance, wt % 
Total Carbon Balance, wt , 
: Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt % 
, ~ater Balance, wt % 
30.3 
Y'.'? 7 
i Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) 
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, r"Btu/Ton RS 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS 
!SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
Gravi ty, <.I API 
Ra.msbottom Carbon, wt % 
iGAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
t Gross Heating "alue, Btu/SCF 
Ash, t-lt % 	
f1oisture, IBs/r1scF' of dry gas 
I C02 vol % 
jSPENT SHALE: 
j Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton SS 
Orqanic Carbon, wt % 
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(1) 	 Effect of Decl Height (Other Variables at Pase 

Case Con?itions) . 

In Table 2, a comparison of the rase case average 
results is 'I'llade l'lith Run P68l. This com'Oarison shot,:rs 
that 	there is no significant ~ifference in yield. A 
vertical teT"!'Oerature nrofile carried out in RUn 
B678 	 shoNed that the bvo to", feet of t'/"le retort ~Tere 
isotherr1 al. Therefore, tpe' lack of a yield effect 
on bed height is not unexpected. 
(2) 	 Effect of Dilution Gas (Other variables, Exce",t 





The effect of oilution gas on retorting performance 
when 	other variables are held at base case conditions 
is sho\>,rn in Table 3. There is probably no effect on 
yield indicated but there is evidence that the com­
bustion zone is affected. The organic carbon content 
of th9 spent shale is hiqher in the dilution eras 
situo.tion than it is in the base case. This proba.hlv
indicates less cC'ke 'burning. The carbonate decom- .. 
position is also 10l'tler in the Clilution qa.s case 
indicating that the average te~perature of the com­
bustion zone is probably also reduced. 
(3) 	 rffect of Increased Gas Throughout (~ecycle Pate 
\'1as Increase? and Air Rate ",as Decreased, Other 
Variables at Base Case Conditions) 
Increased gas throughput acco~panied with a slightly 
increased heat input to the combustion zone causes 
a sliaht increase in yield. This is shov-rn in Table 
4. The fact that heat input to the combustion zone 
"ras increased ~;ras inferred from the increased car­
bonate deco~position. That part of this heat came 
froM i!1'1proved heat transfer in the shale cooling zone 
is shot\rn by the 101" sT)ent shale temperature. 
(4) 	 Effect of Dilution Gas at ~igh Gas Throuahnut 
(Condition Same as 3 ~ove rxcept Dilution Gas 
Added) 
Runs P693 and B694 were made at these conditions but 
no fir!!! conclusions can be dra't',m as tr:- vield recause 
of Door organic carbon balances. The ind.icatec' spent 
shale temperatures ore about the S?J"'e as abo"ire as 
miaht be expected. The organic carbon content in the 
sp~nt s~ale was increased ~nd the ~ercent carbonate 
decomoosec ,,]as reduced. These otser'.'ations are con­
siste~t with the conclusions drawn as to the effect 
of dilution gas oreviously. This is shown in Table 5. 
TABLE 2 
EFFECT OF BED HEIGHT (OTHER VARIABLES AT BASE CASE 
RUN NW"BER 6::::,.;; I 
DATE STARTED f? ­ "z.:'5....~ <', 
LENGTH OF RUN, hours I!
,RETORT TYPE NUt/lEER RB/2£..
:OIL RECOVERY SYSTErt NUMBER 1St:;
;OPERATING CONDITIONS: 
- Raw shale, fbs7(hrJ (ft2) s/(~
Fischer Assay, GalJTon RS :!,t:~~ -/
Nom. S~ze Range, inches 3/:1' ­ I~-
Avg. Part. Diam. , ~nches •
Air, SCF/Ton RS 41(//,:::>
Tot. Recycle, SCFJTon RS (wet) //"-vo
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton FS hifet) -Propane, SCF/Ton RS -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS -i Air Temp. Enterinq Retort, OF ~2.I 
I Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist., ft 7 
I 4//.'> D", <7;'?,I/f, .'Tnk> I?Zr'" r--'LOPERATING DATA: 
· Ofxgas TeroEerature, OF / '3 S'" 
Recycle Gas Temperature, OF I&'D 
Spent Shale Temperature, OF 4z9 
Avg. Retort L\P, in. H20/ft O.¢x> , 
~P Above Air Dist. in H20/ft o,5'S"i 
Overall Oper. Performance C?"ot:J 
,PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil ColIected, vol 9·u RSFA Ii/. ':? 
I Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA o..~ 
I Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA o. () 
I Total Oil Meas., vol % RSFA II· 6::> Total l'}ater, lbs/Ton RS e'1. '3 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS /r./2 ...., 
r1ineral CO2 Decomposed, % 33.¢ 
~mTERIAL BALANCES: 
ASh, wt % (measured) t;t/.c.,.
Basis for Yields & r1at'1. Bal. £5 
Overall Balance, wt % /1">1"">. / 
Organ~c Carbon Balance, wt % <:;(,,3
Total Carbon Balance, wt % 97. 1/
Organic Hydrogen Balance, "1t % /0/,3 
! "1ater Balance, wt % //5'.7I Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) .vo3I 
:HEAT BALANCE: 
! Heat of Combustion, NBtu/Ton RS 475".7I Unaccounted Heat, MBtu(Ton RS 5'3.0 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
I Gravity, 0 API /"1.D
Ramsbottom Carbon, "vt % 2.Se 
Ash, wt % 0.09 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
r1o~sture, lbS/MS<.;F of dry gas n.7 
Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF 11t.l 
02 vol % t:>.2.. 
CO2 vol % 2.<:'7 
ISPENT SHALE: 
Gal/Ton SS' Fischer Assay, t!J.D 
Orqanic Carbon, wt % /.9/ 
CONDITIONS) 

















































TABLE 3 .. 
EFFECT OF DILUTION GAS (OTHER VARIABLES, EXCEPT BED HEIGHT AND 

DILUTION GAS RATE, AT BASE CASE CONDITIONS) 

DATE ST1<.RTED 
LENGTH OF RUN, hours 
RETORT TYPE NUf:1BER 
! OIL RECOVERY SYSTEn Nut·mER 
iOPERATING CONDITlOi'~S! 
- Rav Shale, Ibs/(hr) (ft2) 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 
Nom. Size Range, inches 
Avg. Part. Diarn., inches •Air, SCF/Ton RS 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet) 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (t"let)
I Propane, SCF/Ton RS 
Brine, Gal/Ton RS
i Air Terno. Entering Retort, of ;J..o2 :2("3 :z-[U' 
\ Bed Hgt. ~bo~e Air Dist., "ft 7 7 7 
Recvcle Gas Temperature, of /<;3 /9, ­ /9.J? 
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
I Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 
! Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA D • .=? 0.3 ' 
: Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA (' •...£2 
I Total Oil i'l.eas., vol % RSFA £-3.9 
! Total Pater, lbs/Ton RS 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 4;>//0 
Uineral C02 Decomposed, % 
HATERIAL BALANCES~ 
I Ash, wt % (measured)
I Basis for Yields & r~at' 1. Bal. 
I Overall Balance, wt % /0(;).(,. /0,60 /00 /
I Organ1c Carbon Balance, wt % 
Total Carbon Balance, wt % /02.,/ 
. Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt % /00.3 99,J? 
Mater Balance, wt % 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) 
HEAT BALANCE~ 
: Heat of Combustion, !'-1Btu/Ton RSI Unaccounted !leat, r·1Btu/Ton RS 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
Gravity, (lAPI /9.3
Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % 
Ash, \vt % 0.1')2. 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
I t101sture, lbs/fJISCF of dry gas 10./
I Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF //0
02 vol % O,~ 
; C02 vol % 
.SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton SS 1:).0 0.,3 0·0 
Orqanic Carbon, ,.,t % 
, 
-- iJ 
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EFFECT OF GAS THROUGHPUT (RECYCLE RATE INCREASED, AIR RATE 
DECREASED, OTHER VARIABLES AT BASE CASE CONDITIONS)
rRUNNITffnErC-"'~- --'-- ­
:DATE STARTED 
LENGTH OF ~UN, hours 
RETORT TYPE NUMBER 





RaH Shale;-lbs/ (hr) (ft2 ) 

Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 

Nom. Size Range, inches 

Avg. Part. Diam., inches 

Air, SCF/Ton RS 

Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet} . 

1 __~D~i~l~u~t~i~o~n-rG~a~s~,~S~C~F~/~T~o~n~~R~S~(t~~~e~t~)--~-~---4------~
Propane, SCF/Ton RS 
Brine, Gal/Ton RS 
I Air Temn. Entering Retort, of 
1--~~~~-'~~~~~~~~'~~---+~~~4-~~--4I 	 Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist., ft 
(OPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Te~perature, of 
Recycle Gas Temperature, of 
I Soent Shale Temperature, of
I Avg. Retort L~, in. H20/ft 
I OP Above Air Dist. in H20/ft
I Overall Oper. Performance 
IpRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
" 	 Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 
Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA 
Total Oil j\'teas., vol % RSFA 
Total Water, lbs/Ton RS 
. Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 
:--rlineral C02 Decomposed, % 
lHATERIAL BALANCES ~ 
i Ash, wt % (measured) 
Basis for Yields & Hat J 1. Bal. 
, Overall Balance, wt % 
:--~O-r-g-a-n~1-c~C~a~r~b~o~n~B~a~l~a-n-c-e--,-w-t~~%----+-~~~r-~~~ 
Total Carbon Balance, wt % 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt % 

~ater Balance, wt % 

Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) 

!HEAT BALANCE ~ 

I Heat of Combustion, MBtu/Ton RS 

Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
I Gravity I U API 
i Ramsbottorn Carbon, wt % 
I Ash, wt % 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
t1oisture, Ibs/r1SCFof dry gas 
Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF 
02 vol % 
i 	 C02 vol % 
!SPENT SHALE: 
: 	 Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton 55 
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EFFECT OF DILUTION GAS AT HIGH GAS (CONDITION SAME AS PREVIOUS 
TABLE EXCEPT DILUTION GAS ADDED) 
l~:;N~~~~~EO 
.. - .­ -.~ 
LmrGTH OF ?mr, hours 
3TORT TYPS plUfiBER 
lOlL RECOVERY SVSTEc; NU£JiBER 
I Q.PERATING CONDITI00:S: 
Ra'o1 Sha.le, lb~ / (hr) (ft 2) 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 
Nom. Size Range, inches 
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches 
Air, SCF/Ton RS 
Tot. Pecycle, SCF/Ton RS (YlTet) 
f Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton F.S (\vet), Propane, SCF/Ton RSI 
Brine, Gal/Ton RS 
Air Temo. Enterinq Retort, of 
Bed Hqt. Above Air Dist., ft 
"I .. /"Y) .,' ~"/ 't."':?,", ,/1"  ':;'.'", 
OPERATING DATA: 
.'-- Offqa§ T~~~€ratUr@, of 
i , Recycle Gas Temperature, of 
Spent Shale Temperature, of 
Avg. Retort L\P , in. H20/ft 
~P Above Air Dist. in H20/ft 
i Overall Oper. Performance 
I
IPRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 
Oil Lost as Hist, vol % RSFA 
Oil in Soent Shale, vol % RSFA 
I Total Oil j:'~eas. , vol o. RSFA: '0 
Total Pater, lbs/Ton RS 
i Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 
I !1ineral CO2 Decomposed, % 
IHATERIAL BALANCES~ 
P.sh, "',1t % (measured) 
Basis for Yields & r~a t 1 1. Bal. 
Overall Balance, wt % 
OrganiC Carbon Balance, 'vt % 
Total Carbon Balance, tIlt % 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, ~;]t % 
r'!ater Balance, \-It % 
1\ Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) 
lHEAT I3ALANCE~ , Heat of Combustion, !·1Btu/Ton RS 
I Unaccounted Heat, r·lBtu7Ton R5 
)SHALE OIL PROPERTIES' 
) Gravl. ty, U API . 
) Rc.msbottom Carbon, \vt % 
i Ash, ,,,,t % 
iGAS PROPERTIES (DRY) : 
j 
r10isture, lbs/r1SCP-of dryt gas 
I Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF
! 02 vol % 
CO2 vol % 
SPENT SHJ>."LE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton S5 
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(5) 	 Effect of Ooeration at Conditions Aporoaching 

Minimum Operable Heat Input 

A oair of runs t,rere also made at 400 lb/ (hr) (ft2) t'7hich 
approached the condition of minimum operable heat 
input (Runs B696 and B697). One of these runs had 
an acceptable organic carbon balance. The yield was 
about the same as the high qas throuahout run at 
500 lb/(hr) (ft2). The percent carbonate decomposed 
was much lower and the organic carbon content of 
the spent shale was slightly greater than at the 500 
lb/(hr) (ft2) conditions. This is sho't'n in Table 6. 
(6) 	 Reproducibilitv of Base Case Ooeration 
After completing Pun B697, an atte1."lpt ,,,as made to 
reproduce the base case operation. It was not pos­
sible to do this at that time. This is shown in 
Table 7. Th.e retort \-las shut do'V'n tt."O runs after 
this attempt at reproducing the base case data. An 
inspection of the retort indicated that three of the 
four bayonets on the ~"est side '.'lere plugged "Tith soft 
deposi ts in each of the ports ancl t~'70 of the four on 
the east side were partially plugged. A clinker was 
also observed resting on top of the riser in the south­
west corner of the retort. The clinker \-ras burned 
and somewhat glassy in the bottom indicating that it 
was there during some portion of the retort's operation. 
The top of the clinker had the appearance of coked 
oil. Since the top of this clinker \-1as in '''hat would 
normally be the bottom of the retorting zone or the 
top of the combustion zone, it suggests that this 
clinker may have fallen as a dusty, oily shale agglom­
erate into this position from the region of the retort 
normally containinq oil. 
The temperature of the streams leaving the retort are 
about the same for the new data as for the base case 
although the spent shale temperature may be slightly 
lower due to the slightly higher recycle. 
The Ramsbottom carbon is 50% higher in the ne\-T data 
liquid product than in the base case. This probably 
indicates a greater propensity for the oil to coke 
and release liqht cracked products. The facts that 
the heating vaiue of the gas and the orqanic carbon 
on the spent shale are higher are consistent "dth this. 
If these light cracked products '"ere in the trouble­
some li0ht naphtha region and if they were not re­
covered as part of the gas sample in a reoresentative 
proportion the poor carbon balance of these cata 
would also be accounted for. 
TABLE 6 
EFFECT OF OPERATION AT CONDITIONS APPROACHING MINIMUM OPERABLE HEAT INPUT 
/? '-:/3"'7 r . I d,/C~, . , I r>:! ,- I 
~','Dp.'l.'E STARTED <":~/-".. -'1-t. .... ,/~ I 
,LENGTH OF PUN, hours ..:..) ./ :,(? ~-<- '.'- /' 
/" ...­RETO~T TYPE NUMBER ./ /- /.'p, '-y t //}.r';;;:-:/ - M~~·~ 
OIL RECOVERY SYSTEr1 NmliE:ER /.1 Y //,) /, ')---iQ.?ER.i\'l.'IN~ CON[)ITI.Q~ i 
Rail Snale, Ins/ C:r) (ft2 ) ?'"-::c- 5"/(", I! . '"'~ 
Fischer F.ssay I Gal/Ton RS .,7/),' 27'<; 
Nom. Size Range, inches I-'\--·---·-i--·Y(./-//;...--·I--~--··· 
Avq. Part. Diam. I inches I 0.:50 • 
-rzzz;:, 
I Recycle Gas Temperature, of /1~ 
I 
/ '?7 I! 
1,.9::­ I', 




I Soent Shale Tempera.ture / OF '7l/5 l 
! Avg. Retort L\P, in. H20/ft f O,b3' 











t r..: '/"-1::) 
i
1~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------~------~------r-------+--------;--------1
iEB.QPUCTS _rECOVERED ~ '" 
j ff.t 
:.'1 ---.::::.:....--. .. 
.V:"', C 
,.»./,/ 
Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 
- Oil Zost as Mist, vol % RSFA 
".r, ; 
..Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA ~,O ('). /) 
-­...~~~---i 
i ,\ 7. I , 
7/.::;­
p;;. "' / 
7t./~ 
__~~T=-o~t~a~l~O~l=-'1~=-lfi~_e~a::.:s~.~,~v.:o~1~~....:·~R_S_F~A____!:__~97~.~3__+-______~_~~~ ________+-~~___I 
Total v:ater I Ibs/Ton RS ?/.I 
Calc. Dry Ve:n.t Gas, SCF/Ton RS t'/~()«' , r;;,s-(.., ;,. I ......,S 





il'1ATERIAL BALANCES ~ I 
I Ash, v?t S;(measured) 1 f5":D ----I-......(;.::i.:.,';;::......+-------{---~..;.;.;.._1
1-~B~a::.:s~i-s~f~O-r~~Y~i~e~l~C~~S~~&~rr.~ia-t~'~l-.~B~a~l~.--~-~6?~s~-
Overall Balance I wt % tJ~ 9 
i OrganiC Ca:;:-oon Balance, wt % (/[-:'.'i 
~a~er Balance, wt %
I Gas Loss, SCF1Ton RS ~idry) 
: HEAT BALANCE ~ 
I Heat of--cornbustion, MBtu/Ton RS 
'C·-~-.::counJcec1 Heat p MBtuLTon RS 





r ff, 7 
9c:: ,9 
5'% -L 








" " '/ 







7­ .;' ....• t ~ 
?I? / 
Z-~50 
---GraVl-0ij-;-up~pM I " 
~. ~.msbot tom C(.._~:::-::-b-o-n-,-\-v-;-t--;;%,-------!----'~.L.--I------";I-~";"::;';;-+------i--""":-:-'::-I 
-Ash, \,rt % 
:GAS PR01j;C"''-''TCS (mY) ~ 
-M(/-'-,3S/rJis"c1~of dry gas 














I //./:./ !, ,::./, .,.,,, ,,­l---o~r--~ -------------------------~--~~~-~------+-~~--~------_t--~~--!! C02 vol ,~ I- v • ,.I SPENT S;:_:.~::...,'i::-,;:s-:----------------:-­
:-Pischer-A'Ssay, Gal/Ton S8 t'> .•"'J a.n (J. {'I 





REPRODUCIBILITY OF BA,SE CONDITIONS 

RU01 NU'fDER ,~--::('~ l~'"/ /r~-';< (;~:/ 
DATE STA.P.TED (1_ '7 - (~ ~_-:- ~;- 7-,~t::~ 
LE~;GTH OF P.Ul'J I hours (: ,0 ..-:" 
RETORT TYPE l'mi'BER ,/; '" ;-:-;' I / ,,'
OIL RECOVERY SYSTErl NUi'1iBER ,!,'.; c'·;
Q..PERI-\TING CONDITIONS~ IRal: Shale, Ibs/ (hr) (ft 2) ~~ ,~, Sf) 2­-, j 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS :f:::. 3 3~ {')
Nom. Size Range, inches - ~/v, - I. ',1
Avq. Part. Diam. , inches .;). :::./ - ?("
" 
I Air, SCF/Ton RS .!...: ,> ~ > :" ./ ~/'/" ?I 
! Tot. Pecycle, SCF/Ton RS (vlet)' fry .... ',/ /?/)J~,;
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton F.S (~vet) - -Propane, SCF7Ton RS -' -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS - -
I Air Temn. Enterinq Retort, of 7,,,-; / 1t1°i 
I Bed Hqt. Above Air Dist., ft '/7 
I rl'", ' ~_'~~.'f:"', TZZJ:: .--~,--I 
/ ., 1",' 
(OPERATING DATA: 
, Q+,.eaas 'l\llJ"1p~ratmre I of i~/ /,:;:'-../'I ,I, ,!. C,' ) } 
I Recycle Gas Temperature,I of /l'/0 I';' r:;, 
t 
Snent Shale Temperature, of 37.5 <t/,'< 
I Avg. Retort L\l? , in. H20/ft tJ.¥d CJ. t/rI i .cp Above Air Dist. in H20/ft o./S" 0.:;' if 
I Overall Oper.
I 
Performance C;/c-') ,,~J<~) (~(' c') 
!PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
I Oil Collected, vol % RSFA 7C;,/. 77.9 
i Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA (/, if CJ/
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA '" ()..0'. ~ , '". Total Oil il[eas. , vol % RSFA ; c", c~ -; {?~ ? 
Total Pater, lbs/Ton RS ~J " ;'! N:"dI' ~,' , 
i Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS r.../';,',,/ &Z/{:oI 
i I'lineral CO2 Decomposed, % 3/·2_ ? .~, " 
Il'1ATERIAL BALANCES~ " 
I-
P..sh, wt ". (measured) 4;/ ..<:(./ -17,/.'0 
Basis for Yields & i1at'l. Bal. J"';'-: R:5/, '-' 
Overall Balance, vrt % t;;? 7 yf'l
Organic Carbon Balance, \'It % CJ c,( () ,:',1. / 
Total Carbon Balance, 'vlt .% t//~. I '/';. :~... 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, Ht % C;:/./~ ':,; ";-1• .-'" 
T.7ater Balance, vlt % r; /', I :ii-;. .5 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) -If')' ~ 'I //1 
HEJi.T BALANCE~ 
, Heat of Combustion, ~l!Btu/Ton RS ¥,(/:: :; L'/)~ t; 
Unaccounted Heat, !·mtu/Ton RS ;/...... " ~ -)......) ':'<.j 
,SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ , 
Gravity, °API /J>, 7 /'10I 
! Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % ..l,1'.1J? '5. 'j...</ 
Ash, wt % 00<; {).!' < 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY) ~ 
f10isture I lbs/r1SCFof drv gas Co.' <i~ ~;~ 
; Gross Heating value, ,Btu/SCF /<""(,/ 1<//
i 02 vol % , ,v ? -~II C02 vol % 7 z-,7 ).?-' " .. 
SDP,;\-'" SUAL""__ .L-.'. i .... 1..1. ...4 •'-, C.OI ~lscher Assay, Gal/Ton SS ~~/.,
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This change in the properties of streams leaving the 
retort may be due to a change in shale richness, but 
after examining the unit, it seems more probable 
that it is due to changes in shale and gas flow dis­
tribution due to port plugging end clinker formation. 
~ 
c. Shale Flow Studies During Hot Operation 
Uniform shale flow through a retort may be important in 
obtaining good operability and yields. Temoerature oro­
files, residence time, fines refluxing, qas distribution 
and other variables could be affected by non-uniform shale 
flm". Tracer tests have been conducted in Retort No. 2 
to determine the flow pattern of the shale. The tests 
were made by drooping metal cylinders, cut from pipe, into 
the top of the retort (See Table 8) and catching the 
cylinders with a magnet placed over the belt after it 
leaves the retort. The travel time of the cylinder from 
the top of the retort to the magnet was obtained. To get 
the travel pattern in the middle of the bed, the cylinders 
were dropped through the chute feeding raw shale to the 
retort. The results of these tests are oiven in Table 8 
and pertinent data are summarized below: 
Sm1MARY OF SHALE FLot'1 TESTA 
Average 
Test Location Residence 
No. Date in Retort Time (rllins) 
1 8/27 S 107 

2 8/27 N 99 

3 8/30 S 120 

4 8/30 N 164 













8 9/1 Chute 110 

9 9/1 Chute 110 









On an average these data indicate 
~esidence Tirne (~Uns) 
IIUn. r"ax. Difrerence 
101 120 19 
98 99 1 
110 127 17 
105 233 123 
106 125 19 
107 123 16 
103 138 35 
107 123 16 
112 134 22 
105 157 52 
100 115 15 
106 112 6 
95 100 5 
112 143 31 
99 143 44 
92 134 42 
a fairly uniform flow 
except for in a few instances. Test 4 indicates some 
variations in shale flow \,rhile tests taken about three 
hours later showed irnproved flow characteristics. Qual­














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rates in the middle of the bed (average time N 124; 
S 115; r1iddle 110) , although the time may be \17ithin the 
precision of the data. The calculated residence time of 
the shale is about 118 minutes. 
Test 10 was made after Run B702 and before the unit was 
shut down. The data indicate poor flo\,1 characteristics 
in the south, southeast and south\'I1est areas of the retort. 
After shutdown of the unit, a clinker was found over the 
bayonet in the southwest corner and the ports on three 
of four of the west bayonets were plugged with soft de­
posits. Two of the east bayonets were also partially 
plugged. The clinker and the plugged ports must have 
occurred sometime after Run B69l (9/1/65) as Tests 7, 8 
and 9 ShOl'led good flow characteristics. The poor flow 
characteristics may have affected the yield results for 
the runs made prior to the shutdown. 
d. Sampling Shale From a Moving Shale Bed 
Starting ',1ith Run B689 a new type of sample has been ob­
tained. It is called a thief sample, and is taken by driving 
a 3-inch pipe into the moving shale bed at given locations. 
The purpose of this sample is to gain additional insight 
into what is occurring in a moving bed of retorting shale, 
and more specifically to determine \A,hat the main causes of 
yield loss are. Prior to the development of this sampling 
technique an isokinetic dust sample was taken to serve this 
purpose. The isokinetic dust sample technique has nm'J been 
abandoned in favor of the more reproducible and correlatable 
thief sample method. .­
Some of the results which have been obtained are presented 
on Tables 9 and 10. The data on Table 9 show the repro­
ducibility of this technique. The three samples of Test 
No.1 were taken at Port No.2 at half hour intervals. 
This port is located a-inches above the air inlet in the 
west wall of Retort No.2. Originally, it was thought 
that the first sample contained a high rveight percent dust 
because of the procedure used, but subsequent data, given 
under Test No. 2 show that even with a corrected procedure 
and an hour sampling period the subsequent samples equili­
brate to a dust concentration diff.erent than the first 
sample. 
In Table 10 the vertical dust profile for a typical high 
dust operation and a typical low dust operation is given. 
Although a more complete analyses was obtained, only the 
weight percent of material larger than the pan fraction 
and weight percent on the pan are given. Pan is defined as 
any material larger than 0.093 inches in order to conform 
with the raw shale screen analysis "'hich "Jere typically 1 
to 2 percent pan. In addition to these data, the Fischer 
TABLE 9 
THIEF SAMPLING TECHNIQUE FOR DUST CONCENTRATION ­
REPRODUCIBILITY TEST 
Test No. 1 Test No. 2 
__:::-­____.::­______--~,'Je ight Percent 
;:. ..::n Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample 
Size Noo 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 1 No. ~ No.3 No.4 
0.742 27.8 41.4 34.3 31.8 60.1 54.2 55.0 
0.624 S.4 12.1 13.2 4.0 6.6 11.2 2.2 
0,(14 9.4 10.4 13.3 2.9 3.4 3.1 3.2 
0.371 2.9 3.5 4.1 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.3 
0.263 LA .0 4.0 3.7 1.3 0.7 0.8 0.7 
0.185 .:; . 3.2 3.3 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.2 
0.131 3.2 2.8 2.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.9 
0.093 3. ­ 2.4 2.6 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.9 
0.065 3.5 2.7 2.6 1.4 0.9 0.9 1.3 
0.0328 7.5 5.1 5.5 8.6 3.5 4.2 5.4 








VERTICAL PROFILE OF DUST CONCENTRATION AND SHALE PROPERTIES 
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Assay, C02, ash, total carbon, ash total hydrogen are 
given for each sample and for the raw and spent shale. 
Ni th this information one can folIo,,, these variables as 
the shale passes through the retorting and co~bustion zones. 
The external process variables are given at the top of the 
table. 
The main preliminary conclusion which was drawn from these 
results is that the greater tne concentration of dust 
accompanying the ra\r,T shale through the retorting zone the 
slower the rate of retorting. This implies that the dust 
tends to slow down the rate of heat transfer to the incoming 
shale particles i it also gives the mechanism by \'Jhich 
partially retorted shale enters the combustion zone. To 
fully substantiate these conclusions additional data are 
required. 
The dust concentration is related to both the air and 
recycle rates as shown in Table 11. Run B699 with an air 
rate of 4,830 SCF/Ton RS and a total recycle of 12,000 
SCF/Ton RS gave 57.5 \-It % dust at port No.1. lr.Jhen the 
air was lm'lered to 4,200 SCF/Ton RS and the total recycle 
raised to 17,000 SCF/Ton the dust dropped to 10 wt % at 
the same position. Thus the total gas traffic, air plus 
recycle went from 16,900 to 21,200 SCF/Ton RS ~'7hile the 
dust dropped from 57.5 to 10 wt %. In B697, a 400 Mass 
rate run, the air was 3,500 SCF/Ton, the recycle 19,300 
SCF/Ton giving a total of 22,800. The dust concentration 
at position 1 went up slightly to 15.5 \'1t %. The con­
clusion which was drawn is that at suffiCiently high recycle 
rates, the dust concentration \'lill increase \rlith increasing 
recycle rate, but at total recycle rate of around 17,000 
SCF/T or less the air rate is the variable which nost strongly 
influences the dust concentration. The postulatec. mechanism 
is this: increasing air rate increases the jet velocity 
through the air port. The surface of the particles in the 
region of the jet become very hot and this combined with the 
increased force of the jet causes attrition of the surface. 
Once attrition starts the rate of oxygen consumption per 
unit volume in the region of the jet may rise rapidly. This 
theory will be studied during the next period of operation 
of Retort No.2, by lowering the jet velocity at a knmm 
air rate - dust concentration condition and determining what 
effect, if any, this variable has on the dust concentration. 
e. 	 Sampling of Gas From a r,10ving: Shale Bed, Primarily 
For Oxygen 
A new design for the oxygen probe ,·ras used starting with 
Run B683. This design entailed the use of a cooling jacket 
around the 1/4-inch sample tube. The purpose was to cool 
the gas as soon as it entered the tube. Prior to this design 
the results indicated that a change in the gas composition 
TABLE 11 

DUST CONCENTRATION VERSUS EXTERNAL VARIABLE 

Run No. B699 B694 B697 
Raw Shale 502 513 395 
Air 4800 4200 3500 
Total Recycle 12,000 17,000 19,300 
Dilution 0 1,000 0 
Air + Recycle 16,800 21,200 22,800 
Wt % Dust at 23" 57.5 10.3 15.5 




was most likely occurring when the non-jacketed, hot probe 
was used. Tests -v-li th the new probe confirMed that this was 
in fact happening. 
Two typical gas analyses are shown in Table 12. They 
represent typical high and 10'" oxygen c,mcentration gS6es 
\'lith the bayonet type air distributor. Thermocouple 
ports TR 4-3, 4-4, 3-14, and 4-5 are located in tr." ~Jest 
wall of the retort 6 1/4-inches above the air inlet level. 
These ports are used because of their proximity to the four 
western bayonets. A seven inch immersion places the probe 
at the s3nte distance frOM the \-lall as the bayonets. TI-IO 
is located at the level of an inlet and is directed toward 
a bayonet. 
Comparing the gas analysis results with the thief sample 
results show that oxygen concentrations of 0.4 to 1.7% 
occur when the Fischer Assay range fro~ 0.4 to 7 gal/ton RS. 
f. Organic Carbon Balance 
The organic carbon balance has continued to be difficult 
to maintain near the 100% level. During the study of 
this problem on Retort No. 1 the reliability of shale 
sampling and analysis was established. It 'fTaS concluded 
at that time that gas analysis and gas flow measurement 
were the primary problem areas. 
This is still an area of concern on Retort No. 2~ however, 
other problems have also been encountered. 
(1) Effect of Line Out 
T.1uch of the data collected on Retort No. 2 has been 
taken during runs which followed shortly after either 
a cold startup or a process change. Recently, we 
have had the opportunity to hold a process condition 
for a protracted period and observe the effect line 
out time had on organic carbon distribution. In 
Table 13 a tabulation of organic carbon distribution 
is presented for a group of successive runs at the 
same process conditions. It may be noted that there 
is a general increasing trend in the organic carbon 
content of gas and spent shale in each of these series 
of runs. This is consistent with the slow accumulation 
of some organic carbon rich species within the retort 
followed by release of organic carbon in the product 
streams leaving the retort after an equilibrium level 
is reached. Such a species might be the dust which 
has been observed in the combustion and retorting zones 
of an operating retort. This lI equilibration ll must 
be achieved before the unit is lined out. 
TABLE 12 
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1.4 	 70 

1.3 	 68 





4.5 	 68 

4.6 	 68 

















.,., 	 PHGifford 
9/20/65 
T.n.SLE 13 
ORGANIC CARBON B~,LANCE 
Organic Carbon DistriDution, % 1'7t 
Start Up t,Tith Cold Shale 
RUN B672 B673 13674 B675 
IN 
Raw Shale 100 100 100 100 
OUT 
Liquid Product 61.0 60.8 62.2 63.2 
Vent Gas 19.1 17.5 21.7 21.8 
Spent Shale 13.5 13.8 13.6 14.4 
LOSS 6.4 7.9 2.5 0.6 
Start UE With Cold Shale 
RUN 8676 B677 8678 B679 
IN 
Ra,,, Shale 100 100 100 100 
OUT 
Liquid Product 63.8 64.5 64.8 64.9 
Vent Gas 17.1 14.9 21.9 19.4 
Spent Shale 11.6 12.7 1300 13.5 
LOSS 7.5 7.9 0.3 2.2 
Adjusted Bed Heiaht to 7 Feet (No Other Change) 
'RUN B680 3691 
IN 
Raw Shale 100 100 
OUT 
Liquid Product 64.2 63.2 
Vent Gas 19.1 20.0 
Spent Shale 12.0 13.1 
LOSS 4.7 3.7 
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A correlation between carbon in the gas and organic 
carbon balance is shown in FiCTure 1. Althouqh this 
plot 	suggests a correlation with a slight slbee re­
lating these bro variables, the slope of this line 
is too low to imply that the increase in organic car­
bon balance is due to an increase in total carbon in 
the vent gas only. Apparently, sOMething which varies 
't-J'ith vent gas carbon is actina trlith vent gas carbon 
to improve the organic carbon balance. ~pent shale 
organic carbon appears to increase with vent gas 
organic carbon as seen in Table 1.3, therefore" this 
apparent correlation is consistent ··rith the slo\"7 
equilibration of the unit. As a first atte~nt at 
removing this line out effect from oata obtained with 
Retort No. 2 it has been aqreed that the unit will 
not be put on test until twenty hours after a cold 
startup or sixteen hours after a process change which­
ever is the longer. 
(2) 	 Effect of Organic Carbon Content of Dust Dis­
charged From Rotoclone 
Part of the discrepancy in organic carbon balance in 
Retort No. 2 could be due to an erroneous assumption 
that the organic carbon content of the spent shale dust 
discharged from the rotoclone is the same as that on 
the spent shale. Heretofore, a 100% ash balance was 
assumed and the organic carbon calculated from carbon 
analyses of the spent shale. In order to check the 
accuracy of this procedure, dust saronles ~Tere obtained 
from the rotoclone during Run B70l. Calculations 
based on analy~es of the dust saMples show an average 
organic carbon content of 3.5% cornoared \,Tith 2.7% 
in the spent shale. '!'he ash content of the rust 
averaged 83.7% and an actual ash balance for the run 
sho\,led a loss of 1,440 pounds. AssuITIing the ash dis­
crepancy was due entirely to dust loss, the calculated 
dust loss is 1,720 oounos. This is equivalent to 
60 pounds organic carbon. The organic carbon balance 
calculated on an "as is" basis, therefore, is 95.7~, 
compared \\ri th 95.3% based on ra"l shale and assu..rning 
100% ash balance. 
(3) 	 T<Tater - Oil Emulsions 
Obtaining representative samples for the cetermination 
of water and sediment has continued to be a oroblem 
of major concern both in calculating organic carbon 
balances and yields. This problem is magnified as 
the percent water in an oil-water emulsion exceeds 
approximately 10~. There have been recent runs on 
Retort TS'o. 2 l'lhere water oercentages reached 50% in 
product tank T-3. 
"GURE 1 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
VENT GAS CARBON AND 
ORGANIC CARBON BALANCE 
(RETORT NO.2) 
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Under present sampling procedures liqui~ product 
samples are caught roanually by retort operating 
personnel. Samples are taken from a. vertical dis­
charg-e line off· the liquiC'. transfer pumps. Liquid 
product tanks are thoroughly ore-mixec before liquid 
transfer begins. ~ 
_Tl.. test t'las run recently to reevalue.te sa.mpling tech­
niques on liquid proGuct tank T-3. Seven liquid 
saMples \'1ere taken c.s seven 100 pound increl"1.ents of 
product ,,,rere transf.erred from the oroduct tank. Col­
lection of these sa!'!'ples t'Tas closely superviseCl by 
engineering personnel. The samples ~Arere analyzed 
in the lab using standarCl laboratory nrocedures for 
percent water. Percent \·.1ater in the sa:rnoles as 
determined by standarC1 procedure ".rere as follo\o's· 
Sample No. 	 1 20.2% ~ample No .. 5 26.9% 
2 23.7% 6 22.8% 
3 26.2% 7 24.1% 
4 30.1% 
As sho''I1n, ""ater oercentages varied nett,reen 30.1% 
and 22.8%. This indicates a substantial difference 
in ",ater percentage het~'1een samples. The follot,Jinq 
three things will cause differences in t~'ater ner­
centages: (l)inadeouate Mixing in the tanks prior 
to sampling, (2) hUI".an eleY'lent involved in Manually 
catchino reoresentative saMples, and (3)the ability 
to break \']ater-oil eMulsions in the lab in order to 
arrive at representative t,rater nercentaqes. 
It is believed the Major difference in ",ater percen­
tages bet~'leen samples is due to our inability to 
break emulsions. This has been substantiated to a 
larae degree. The seven aforenentioned samnles T,.rere 
given additional la.boratory treatJTlent utilizing heat 
and chemical demulsifiers. Results of efforts to 
treat out additional Nater are listed belo'\';r~ 
Percent 'f/later Percent Mater After 
Following Normal Additional Heat & 
Laboratory Procedure Chemical Treating 
Sample No. 	 1 28.2% 31. 9% 
2 23.7% 30.8% 
3 26.2% 31 .. 1% 
4 30.1% 30.1% 
5 26.9% 31.8% 
6 22.8% 29.4% 
7 24.1% 27.1% 
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Note that the spread or difference in ',1ater nercentacres 
was reduced as a result of additional heatinq and . 
chemical treatment. This suggests that our manual 
sampling techniques may not be as bac as first thought 
if procedures are closely follo,"Jed" It shoulC1. also 
be noted that all samples ""ere not' given the sarr:e 
type of chemical treatment. This oartially explains 
""hy relative increases in '{-later percentages differec. 
froro sample to sample. 
Visual observation of the oil sa~ples in sunliqht 
indicated the presence of water re~aining in the oil 
after chemical treatMent. 
i"ork accomplished thus far su~gests the need for iI!!­
proving liquid samplinq nrocec.ures along t~ith i~provina 
procedures for evaluating !,ercent 'tI1ater ani! sediment 
in the lab. 
~~o mechanical liquid saMplers have been orcered. 
These will be installed on product tank systems D-l 
and T-3. These samplers are designed to obtain 
representative liquid samples of flui(! flo'f.ring in a 
vertical pipe. 'f. turbulence inc.ucinC! CI.evice Nill be 
installed imMediately upstream of the samplers. This 
will insure a thoroughly mixed stream prior to sam­
pling. 
Tretolite Company, a firm snecializing in chemically 
treating oil-field emulsions, tIoJas contacted by pro­
ject personnel in regard to emulsion probleMS. 'A 
Tretolite field service wan spent one oay here at 
the project attempting to break some of the eroulsions 
with various chemical cOI!!pounds. He experienced 
little success. 
Tretolite Company requested by letter that a twenty 
gallon sample of oil be sent to their St. Louis 
laboratories. T\lrenty gallons of shale oil have been 
shippee. This oil ~lI7ill be analyzed in an effort to 
find a chemical that is effective in breakincr ~'rater 
in oil emulsions. An early reply from Tretoiite is 
expected. 
B. Hechanical Models Group T. C. Lyons anc L. J. Sko~7ronek 
1. Shale ~eqregation Studies 
The objective of this ''1ork is to determine the degree of 
segregation that reay be encountered in retort and hopper 
design and to study methods of minimizing it. The major 
portion of the "1Ork has been con11')leted anC' the results are 
summarized in the following discussion. Descriptions of 
the model and procedures used in this study are included. 
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The model used in this to,ork is illustrated in Fiqure 2. 
Oil shale is fed to one side of the model throug~ a feed 
leg and is allowed to flow to the other side at its nor­
mal angle of flol'1. The far "Tall is adjustable in order 
to vary the horizontal distance tpe particles can travel. 
The movable tray at the bottoITI of the Model dralA'S the bed 
down uniformly across the entire 1,ddth. The tray is com­
partmented so that 6-inch vertical cores can be samoled 
across the bed from the feed point to the far l,'all. A 
screen analysis of each core results in a particle size 
profile across the bed. 
Nhen a solid is allol",ed to form an unconfined nile as in 
this model, a. certain amount of size seqregation takes 
place. The amount of segregation is a function of the 
size range of the flm·ring particles, the particle shape I 
and the length of path along "Thich the soliC! flo~'1s 
(size of pile). 
A typical particle size profile obtained with the 1/4 to 
3-inch shale is shown in Figure 3. The four individual 
runs ,,;rhich are plotted in this fiqure indicate that the 
reproducibility" is reasonably good. The procecure used 
in this case \-Tas to circulate the entire inventory at 
least once to eliminate the segregation that resulted 
from filling the model. This insures that the distri­
bution of narticle sizes at the botto~ of the ~odel is the 
result of the seqreqation that took place at the toP. 
After the circulation, bl10 sets of samples ll!ere taken 
(Runs 1 ano 2). The inventorv ~.,as then circulated once 
again and two more sets of 'Samples Nere tal(en (Runs 3 
and 4) • 
In this ,,,ork, the average particle diaMeter (.l\PD) is used 
to cOMpare one core sample to another. The APD i~ the 
standard calculation used in the retort Nork except that 
the pan fraction has been eliminated and the 1 or 2% of 
the material which ShOl.,S uo as pan has been normalized 
over the entire screen anaiysis. This tends to eliminate 
the ~.dld scatter in the APO eue to the calculation pro­
cedure. 
In addition to using the APD to cOITIpare the inclivieual 
core samples, it is necessary to have a m.ecms of com­
paring one entire profile against another. To (1.0 this, 
we have instituted a term called EXTENT OF SrGREGATION 
which is the difference between the APD of the coarsest 
and finest streams in the bed diviced by the APD of the 
composite. In other lV'orc.s, it is: 
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In the examn1e in Fiaure 3, the extent of seqreoation of 
the averaqe- profile is sho\1'n to he 115%. J!..ctuai1y, through­
out this ~ork, the extent of segrea8tion was calculated 
for each individual run rather than the average. 
Initially, the effort ""7as concentrated on the 1/4 to 3-inch 
shale since the tendency to ~eCJregate wou1e' "'e Ore!ltest 
~4ith the 'tlicest range in oartic1e size. The size orofi1es 
that resulted fron decreC'~ing the distance that the shale 
had to travel to reach the wall are shot'ln in FiCftlre 4. 
The soread of particle size across the ~ed is quite 1arae 
even \-.7hen the travel is as short as t\<,o feet. In this 
entire set of runs f the shale was fed to the J'Il.ode1 through 
a feed leg phich ~1as slonen. at a rather shallot·, ano1e of 
32 0 Nith the horizontal. Thus, i t ~'fas ElUsflectec that 
segregation was occurring in the feed leer as \,'el1 as in 
the model. 
In order to mini~ize segregation in the feed lea, the Model 
was J'Ilodified so that the feed leg was vertical. The re­
sulting size profiles ~croS's the" hed are shm-m in Figure 
5. These profiles reveal the characteristic U-shaned 
segregation oattern that was anticinated. Furthermore, 
the spread of oartic1e size across the bed bas heen reduced. 
This effect is more obvious in Fiaure 6 ,,'here the extent 
of segregation for the slooed feed leg is coropared with 
the vertical leO'. These eAta show a ~ubstantia1 reduction 
in segregation :in the smaller '!:Ii1e sizes, hO't<'ever, at a 
travel of six feet the effect is rather sJ'lla11. This com­
parison illustrates thct the geo!"etry of the hard't-rare which 
feeds a vessel cannot be neg1ectec "Then considering seg­
reqCl.tion. 
Up to this point, the ciscussion has deal t ~,'i th the seg­
regation resulting with the wide range, 1/4 to 3-inch 
shale. Hm.,ever, there is a.lso cOfl.sin.erable interest in 
the segregation that occurs "Then operating Ni th a narro", 
size ranqe. Therefore, similar stt,~;.es ~.,ere carried out 
with 3/4 to 1 1/2-inch shale. The particle ~ize nrofi1es 
for this !Tlateria1 are shONn in Fiqure 7. ':"he extent of 
seqregation is cO~9ared wit~ the ~ider size range in 
Fiaure 8. These curves reveal thC".t the seoreqation Nith 
the narrm.; ranqe is about hal f that ~·d th the 'tdder range. 
A.fter establishing the deoree of segregation thct '[!'Iiqht 
be encountered phen handling oil shale, the investigation 
turned to methods of reducing it. Of course, one method 
is obvious froJ'll the preceding discussion: that is, Yeeryina, 
the pile size sra11. Unfortunately, this C'.onear~ to re 
the most effective means of reducing seqregation as con­
ventional anti-segregation schemes have not "'een ryarticu1ar1y 
promising. Confinement of the pile surface has reen used 
effectively to reduce particle segregation of catalyst in 
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SEGREGATION OF 1/4 TO 3-INCH OIL SHALE IN AN UNCONFINED PILE 
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moving-bed cracking units. Em"ever, vith oil shale, sur­
face confine~ent has not lived up to expectation. This 
is illustrated in Fi~ure 9 where the segregation in an 
unconfined pile of 1/4 to 3-inch shale is COJTI'OClrec, to that 
of a confined pile. In this stUDY, con~s of 50° and 60° 
(with the horizontal) were used to confine the surface by 
11° and 21° belo~~ the norma.l angle of flo,,? (39°). These 
data indicate that the 50° cone increased the segregation 
although there is no reason ~!7hy this should be so. Pe­
cause of this lack of improvement, the 60° crme 't'1"'.S used 
solely in the larger pile sizes. ~ith the 60° cone, the 
effect was not significant until the oarticles traveled 
six feet and even' then the reC!uction ,.ras not larqe. The 
confinement si'l\'l'Ply made a six foot pile act like ,. an uncon­
fined five foot pile. 
Confining the pile surface seemed to be somewhat more effec­
tive with the 3/4 to 1 l/2-inch shale (Figure 10) although 
the improve!!'ent \'7aS not noted until the lenCl'th of travel 
was six feet as in the previous case. Fow'ever,,-ITi th six 
feet of travel, a 60° cone cuts the seqreaation in half 
or lookinC?' at it another "lay, it T"'akes a six foot pile 
act like an unconfinef four foot nile. 
T'1i th the bulk of the segreqati('ln Nork completed it is un­
likely that any of the conclusions will change. LiT"'itina 
pile size seems to be the most effective rneanfl of. ninimizing 
segregation and vertical or steep feed legs should be 
chosen rather th;o,n shallO'l:,r legs ,.rherever possible. Studies 
are continuing to extend the 'Oresent curves "7ith the ver­
tical leg through eight feet of travel an0 confined an( 
unconfined piles. Investigation of other surface baffle 
schemes l.,ill be continued although snot runs ha'l,re not been 
encouraging to date. 
2. Shale Flow Studies 
The large demonstration flo~", 1"'\odel is currently under con­
struction cma s'houlr he in operation by the ene of Sentember. 
It will be recalled that this model is a continuous flo~ 
unit 'ttlhich is 10 feet \lTide, 20 feet high and 2 feet deen. 
The pri~ary objective of the studies in this model will 
be to develon a suitable shale (lral'lOff syste!"l" for Retort 
No.3. Em·rever, the model diroensions are such that it can 
be considered a reneating section for B. commercia,l retort. 
Both the mass-flot." bin concept and the conventional multiple 
coning techniques 1/7ill be evaluated. ~!'1all scale flo", 
studies 1",ill be I'r'ade to supple!"'ent the larcre monel "fOrk. 
It is in the small roodel area that the advice of Dr. Jenike 
holds the most i'l'l'1Meciate nromise. If scalable cata can 
be obtained froM the sITIall I"',odels ,~Tith 1/16 to lIe-inch 
shale, the flov1 T"'atterns of many different hOT)")er and 
FIGURE 9 
EFFECT OF 	 CONFINING CONE ON SEGREGATION 
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retort configurations can be developeCi quickly \dth ml.nl.­
mum cost. In oreer to develop the feasitility o~ the 
small-model approach, we have sub~itted samples of 1/16 to 
1/8 and l/~ to 3/4-inch raw shale and snent shale to Dr. 
Jenike for flo,'!ability analysis in his shear testing equin­
mente ""e are currently awaitinq Dr. Jehike' ~ interpretation 
of the test results. 
3. Dust Demonstration Model 
Sarrtples of shale thiefec! frotrl the red of Retort No. 2 ho.ve 
revealed considerable quantities of dust in the retorting 
and combustion zone. It is hynothesized that this dust 
has an adverse effect on yields, shale flo~, and operability 
in general. In order to learn something as to the action 
of dust in a Moving shale bee, a demonstration ~odel is 
being constructed. Initially, the studies Hill be explora­
tory in nature. The model "rill be shapeo like an hour glass 
in order to simulate the velocities in the botto~, top, 
and combustion zone of a hot retort. It is nlanned to 
vary the cras velocity and observe the extent of elutriation 
from the bee (a~ount and size of du~t). In ad~ition, it 
is olanned to restrict the area in the siMulated comrustion 
zone and observe the extent of dust accUtrlulation in the 
upper section of the retort. 
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V. ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SECTIO'£'.! (D. Liederra.n and F!. Pernheirner) 
A. Pork Loads and Overtime 
Nork loads durinq the latter two weeks of ~u~ust and the first 
week of September necessitated the use of l2-hour shifts for 
our laboratory technicians. This expedient enabled us to cope 
\-lith successions of three 8-hour back-to-back runs ".rithout an 
increase in personnel. roith the wcrk loao returned to norral,
",e have reverteCl to 8-hour shifts, \,Thich shC'ulcl l:>e adequate for 
propC'sed retort operation for the near future. 
B. Gas Analysis Standards 
T~fuile checking the apparent non-linearity of neak heiqht ver­
sus concentration for our f'1atheson gas \I standards", we ran twC' 
additional points, air (78.0% N2) and 100% N2. Because the~e 
points did not fallon the curve, 1'le submitted saT'"'ples of the 
standard gases to the Pa.ulsboro Laboratory for mass snectrometric 
analysis. 
The results from Paulsboro differed from those certified on 
the Matheson "standards", but fell much more closely in line 
",rith air and pure N2, as shmm on Figure 11. ~esults for these 
and other gases are shot-m on Tat-Ie 14. .A.pnarently, the errors 
are mainly in the CO and He determinations. ~ince !i2 is usually 
determined as the difference between the total of the other com­
ponents and 100 percent, the error apoears in the "2 fiqures 
also. 
To further check the true concentrations of these "standarcs:l , 
we are currently assemt-ling our m.'n gCls t-lendinn anparatus. 
In the meantime, ~e are recalculating all ga~ analysis data on 
runs of interest based upon our best estirCltes of the true 
standard concentrations. Although "'7atheson "Tas 10,,1 by 0.4 anC' 
1.4 percent for nitrooen and high by 0.3 and 1.3 percent for 
carbon Monoxide, on standards A and ~ resnectively, the effect 
of these errors on data interpretation are nOMinal as snO,\:A1n in 
Table 15. The only important' effect l,'ould re on the inter­
~retation of co~bustion data. 
C. :'Others" 
Continuing the investigation of rtOthers ll in the recycle qas, 
we found that the inexpensive Chronofrac is not sufficiently 
stable and sensitive for this determination. Therefore, we 
intend to pursue this proble~ by submitting samnles of recycle 
gas, from retort runs at different conditions, for mass 
spectro~etric analysis. If results frcm these analyses are 
significantly interesting, ",e ~l7ill pronose the purchase of a 
gas chromatograph ,dth flame ionization d.etection, for this 
analysis of "Others It • 
GURE 11 
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ANALYSIS OF HATHESON GARBS BY rJASS SPECTROr1BTER 
AT PAULSBORO LABORATOny 
Volume Percent 
Standard A Stancard B Standard C 
Gas r~atheson Paulsboro I\natheson Paulsboro ~Iatheson Paulsboro 
CO2 16.3 16.2 25.2 25.1 28.0 28.3 
02 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.8 1.2 1.1 
N2 75.9 76.6 65.4 66.8 57.4 59.3 
CH4 0.5 0.5 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.7 
CO 1.0 0.7 4.9 3.6 0.0 0.0 
H2 5.8 5.9 1.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 
Ar 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 
C2 H6 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
He 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.5 ~.5 
--
T. I.E 1 S 
COMPARISON OF SOME RESULTS ON RUNS B547 AND B614 BEFORE AND AFTER 
RECYCLE GAS CORRECTIONS 
Before After 
H2O Dry Gas CO H2O Dry Gas CO 
Run No. FAY C-Ba1ance Balance SCF/Ton SCF/Ton FAY C-Ba1ance Balance SCF/Ton SCF/Ton 
B547 (a) 90.1 103.9 123.4 8,985 692 90.1 102.8 108.8 8,760 500 
B674 (b) 81.9 97.5 96.0 6,285 220 81.9 97.5 91.8 6,285 163 
(a)CO was decreased by 2.0% and N2 was increased by 1.5% absolute. 







D. Specific ~ravity 
Because of an a'l;:>parent cliscrepancy bet~,.Teen specific gravities 
determined at our laboratory and at Laro."1.ie an(l (!olCl.en, '.ile 
looked again at our comnuter-prepared tables: Me found a 
slight error in the equation use~ to gener~te these tahles. 
The error was extant for Runs 222 through B6Q2, inclusive. 
It gave results 0.006 low for SG 60F/60F and 1.0 hiqh for ~PI 
gravity at 60F. It further resultef in renorting Fischer 
Assay 0.2 gal/ton hi~h at the 28 gal/ton level, but because 
of compensation in calculation, this causee. no chanqe in retort 
yields. The API gravities are now more in line ',7ith those 
obtained by the Bureau of :Unes. 
The results of the cooperative analyses betr"een the three 
laboratories (ours properl~l correctecl) are sho"m r.elo',r. T!"!.e 
samples are composites of Fischer Assay oils, collected according 
to gravity over a ~eriod of time. 
Specific ~ravitv 60F/60F 
F. A. Oil Sample Anvil Points USB"'/! CSi'iRF 
1 0.917 0.917 0.916 
2 0.914 0.915 0.914 
3 0.920 0.921 
It is apparent that there is excellent a~reement a~ong the 
laboratories. 
E. Determination of "Tater and Oil in !.iquid Products 
IUthough \lTe had had oroblems occasionally in the past in 
separating water-oil emulsions for the C'etermination of NateI' 
and oil, they "lere brought forcefully to the fore again recently. 
R. L. Clampitt of the Retort Section, Nho has had extensive 
experience with emulsions, discovereCi that the laboratory centri­
fuge method that we use - and that the Bureau of ~'1ines useCl. ­
is not accurate. Although, to an untrainea eye, there appears 
to be a clear break between water and oil, in reality there 
exists more or less eMulsion above the water layer. Mr. Clampitt, 
by extensive emulsion-breaking techniques, was able to break 
about 14 percent more water out of one high water-content liquid 
product. 
However, at the same time, ':18 cUd some calibrations on the centri­
fuge tube and found that the tube read high, practically com­
pensating for the additional water knocked out. In any case, 
it was shown that sometimes the emulsion was not beinq completely 
broken. Even stringent treatment \,1i th heat, emulsion breakers, 
and centrifugation, were not effective for some s~'IT\"les .~. 
representative from Tretolite Company, who spent the better part 
of a day working with his kit of chenicals, also failed to 
break the emulsions. Samples of our products have teen sent to 
Tretolite's laboratories for further study. 
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r~eanwhile, we have set up AS Tf·,1 0-95, a nistillation method, to 
give \'later results on sc3.rnples we have testec1. by the centrifuqe 
method. Although this metho~ takes lonqe~, it is known to aive 
good results • 
.?Uthough errors may have existed in the determination of ~.<1ater­
and-oil, they are not as serious as they may first appear to 
be. The liquid product distributed about 75 - 25 between the 
0-3 and T-3 tanks, respectively, contains only about 5 oercent 
water. If t."e assuJ"'led a maximuT" error of as much as 40 percent 
for water in the 0-3 tank, and 15 percent in the T-3 tank, this 
"iould give us an error of only about 1 nercent in yield. T-7e 
believe that the error is usually less than that~ but we are 
determining more accurately ~Jlhat it may be and are studying Nays 
to decrease it further. 
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VI. 	 ENGINEERING AND ECONorUC ANALYSES (J. E. Burchfielcl and 
P. lY. Snyder) 	 ­
A. 	 Visit to Coloraoo Fuel and Iron Plant at Pueblo, Colorado 
The economic information in the last ~onthly progress memorandum 
highlighted the large cost of purnoing air, recycle gas ano 
retort gas in a commercial operation. The cost for pum~inq 
the gas in a 50,000 B/D olant is possibly 8 - l~¢/Bbl or roughly 
$2,OOO,000/year. Because of this hi~h cost and the similarity 
bet""een retort and blast furnace qas, a visit by J. E. Burchfield 
was made to the Pueblo Plant of Colorado Fuel and Iron to see 
lqhat could be learned of the stee1 industries' experience 't'Tith 
blast furnace gas. 
The visit was interesting, informative and profitable. 
Some 	 items of interest included: 
1. 	 A venturi scrubber is usee to clean the blast fur­
nace gas prior to burning. 
2. 	 Blast furnace qas is burned in blast furnace stoves 
and steam boilers ~-rithout unusual c1ifficulty. 
3. 	 The gas must re unusuallv clean or it causes 

efficiency loss in the boilers. 

4. 	 The burners o,,?erate with the gas supDly at a very low 
pressure, 8 inches of water Dsig. 
5. 	 Low pressure droD chordal orifices are used to mea­
sure gas rate. 
The blast furnace gas is considered an extremely inportant 
part of the ~lant's economy. 
1. 	 Blast Furnace Operation 
There are three blast furnaces almost 23-feet in diameter 
and approximately 90-feet high. A taper of 1 inch/foot, 
increasing diaMeter froJTI the top tmqard the bottom, assists 
the flolv of eXT.')anding solids dotlm to the Melting zone. l\t 
the contracting melting zone the taper is reversed until 
the air inlet is approached. The wall then beca~e verti ­
cal. The 3-foot thick refractory NaIl has four radioactive 
sources inbedded at various depths on three separate 
levels - a total of twelve. TThen a given source ca.n no 
longer be detected erosion of the refractory to that knmm 
depth is indicated. 
Air is supplied to the rylast furnaces via a steam turbine 
driven air compressor. 
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Each furnace has an air rate of 60,000 - 70,000 SCF/"lin. 

The air preheated to nearly 2 ,000 0 F is mixed "dth unnre­

heated air to a blend temperature of 1,350 0 F. The air is 

then introduced through peripheral tuyeres into the blast 

furnace where it burns at a peak temDe~ature of 3,500 0 F. 

The oxygen is consumed within ahout 3-feet of the air inlet. 

Skip hoist cars discharge six loads of combinea ore, coke 
and lime, (3/8-inch and larger) into an air lock comnart­
mente See Figure 12. Iron ore smaller than 3/B-inch is 
sintered to larger size at a sinterin~ plant. The top 
conical seal seat rotates each dump to distribute the 
charge evenly on the lOtV'er conical seat. The lOtl1er seal 
dumps after six charges and presumably depo~its a donut 
shaped shallow nile on top of. the bed. 
The gases pass upward through the furnace with CO reducing 
the oxides of iron to iron 'r1hich is periodically tapped ­
about every six hours. Slag is semi-continuously "dth­
drawn as it floats on top of the accumulated molten iron 
in the bottom of the blast furnace prior to tapoing. In 
tapping, slag floating on the molten iron streR~ is skim­
mee off into a slag channel. 
The pressure at the air inlet is 20 - 25 rysig and about 
2 psig at the toP. The large pressure dron inaicates the 
high gas mass rates common to blast furnace operation. 
The literature indicates the ~ass rate of solids is pron­
ably around 700 lb/(hr) (ft2) an0 of gas about 1,000 lbl 
(hr) (ft2). The high gas velocity anc other process con­
ditions aoparently contribute to bridging in the blast 
furnace which periodically break throuqh resultina in 
large surges of gas and pressure. These ~slips" occur 
frequently perhaps every 10 minutes or so. 
The eras nroduced frofT'. the blast furnaces is similar to 
retort gas in heating value and comt:"C1sition 8.S shol~7n 
below. 
Blast Retort 
Component Furnace Gas 
Nitrogen, Vol % 58 60 
Oxygen 1 O.? 
C02 10 26 
CO 27 5 
H2 1 5 
CH4 0.5 2 
Others 2 
Typical Gross 
Heating Value, 90 - 105 80 •. l2f) 
Btu/sCF 
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The ga~ teMperature is normally about 400 0 ~s it cc~es cut 
of the furnace. 
2. Blast furnace Gas Clean Ury 
Blast furnace qas from the ton of t~e bee nasses thouoh 
large ductir.g into a vertical venturi scruhher ~cr c1eanuo. 
The cras contains about 15 ~rains of sc1iCs/~CF aas. The 
gas was for~er1y cl~anee in an electrostatic nrecioitator 
to al)out 0.5 crrain/SCP. r~c\,,1ever 1 thi<; level c-f cleanup 
was unsatisfactory. The soli~s, f~un~ to be oxi~es of 
iron, ceposited during ~urninq in the botto~ of tp~ hoilers. 
Each vear a 1arere accu!T'u1ation of these c1eno~its hac to 
be c1~aned out Manually. ~uccess with ven~uri scruh~er~ 
e1se"1here lead CPI to inc;ta11 this tyne of cleC'.nup c3evice 
about a yeClx aO'o. 
The venturi scrubber is si~oly a venturi restriction instal­
led vertica11v in the cuctinO'. t~ater is iniectec1 in !"u1·­
tio1e ~orts at the restriction. The t,yater am:'. qas 90 into 
1aroe diameter cone bottor set"'arator beneath the scrubper. 
The eras senarates anf is taken off the top of the vessel 
through 1c.rge oucting. The m:!ter ~ea1s the a;:;s (lown lea 
and is ",lith('lrat,'n fro!11 the botto!" of the vessel. 
The scrubber ta.kes a orec:;sure ero,., of about 45. O-inchec; 
of Tr.Jater to 2 'Osi. The blast furnace gas pressure is 
rnaintaineCl at at-out 14- inches of P20 f'oll]nstrea,l of the 
scrub!':ler. The qa.s is e1ea.nee:" to 0.03 orain-::/c::'CF'. It con­
tains about 2.1 pound of free Nater/"T~CF' a~ it O'oes to the 
consurnincr unit. 
3. ~urninq Blast Furnace 0as 
~~out one third of the gas is burned in h1ast furnace stoves 
used for preheating blast air. The other t'ltiO thirds along 
with some natural gas is burned in boilers to produce steam 
and electricity for the steel t,'Yorks. 
4. Blast Furnace Stoves 
Each blast furnace has four stoves in '''hich air is pre­
heated. Three stoves are regenerating or storing heat while 
one is preheating blast air. The air oreheat cycle is six 
hours. Blast furnace gas and natural ga.s are mixec. "'11th 
air and burned in large burners. The ionited gases pass 
upward through a burnina cha!!1ber and then turn c.oNm,rard 
passing over and heating' brick",ork called checkers. ~ee 
Fiqure 13. The brickwork consists of 1arqe ~ricks perhaps 
3 X 6 X 10-inches containing tt\70 onenings· through ~:lhich gas 
!,asses. The bricklvork stores heat, up to a temperature 
approaching 2,000 0 F. flame temperature. After the stove 
preheating air cools it is s",rung into this regenerative 
cycle while a hot stove is swung over to preheat air. 
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Air is introduced at the bottom of the checker ',70rks and 
passes up",ard in a direction o:oposite to that in which the 
burned gas travelec. It is preheated initially to nearly 
2,000 0 F and gradually falls off in te~perature. By ~assed 
air is mixed with preheated air to give a temperature of 
1,350 0 F. This air is then introduced through peripheral 
tuyeres into the blast furnace. No difficulty is encountered 
in burning the gas. 
When "slips~ in the blast furnaces releAse large surges of 
blast furnace gas, the syste~ has pressure controllers and 
releast vents \>,hich prevent serious upsets in the consuming 
units. 
5. Boilers 
Blast furnace gas is burned in several boilers at the rate 
of 1.0 - 1.2 MSCF/hr. The older boilers with radiant walls 
burn blast furnace gas alone. ~"et·'er boilers Hi th 'black fur­
nace wall use a natural ~as pilot to guard against a fla~e 
out. Since supplemental natural g8.S is required to ftleet 
pm·Jer need this is not regarded as a disadvantage. These 
newer boilers are More efficient and are base loaded so 
that st.'lings in load are taken on the older furnaces. 
A chordal orifice taking 0 - 4 inches of "later oressure oron 
is used to Measure gas rate in large 36-inch pi?ing. The ~ 
chord is located in the top of the pipe to mininize the 
effect of entrained solids and water buildup on measureMents. 
Nevertheless, the meters do lose accuracy as deposits accumu­
late on the bottom of the :oipe. 
There are three types of burners used to burn blast furnace 
but they function in essentially the sane manner. The 
burners used at CFI are Peabody, Freyn and a horne-made burner. 
The burner body is a ring about l8-inches in diameter and 
2-inches thick, ane :oerhaps 10 or 12 inches long. The 
blast furnace gas oasses through the center of the cylinder. 
Small natural gas ports are located around the periphery of 
the burner. Air preheated to 550 0 F is introduced into a 
concentric chamber surrounding the burner gas supoly duct. 
The air and blast furnace ignite in the fire box after mixing 
at the burner. A refractory lined shield protects the 
burner frOM burn out by radiant heat. See Figure 14. 
The gas is available downstream of the chordal orifice ~eter 
at approximately 8-inches of water pressure. The boiler 
operates at a negative pressure of a'bout 0.1 - 0.2-inches 
of l,.,rater gauge. 
The smaller amount of solids and entrained water cause prob­
lems in the boiler burner. Ho"rever the problem is sI'!aller 
than that due to the solids remaining after cleanup by the 
electrostatic precipitator. The proble~ is also different. 
A hard deposit is formed on th.e first rm; of tubes lm,rer 
boiler efficiency by 3%/year (estimatee to cost $60,OOO/year). 
The deposits are zinc compounds, which tenaciously adhere 
r ·mwz 
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to the tubes. Coke breeze (finely divided coke particles) 
is used to clean the deposit froM the tube during operation. 
But there is some concern this erosive action will also 
reduce tube life. 
The solids ana water are believeG to be jointly responsible
for the type deposit and the nechanisM by which it is 
layed dO\ITn. In addition the entrained l>later must be vapor­
ized in the boiler at a high cost - estimated at $60,000/ 
year. 
Design features such as water seal legs guard against in­
fil traticn of the toxic gas during shutdm·1Jl of a boiler. 
Alar~s are also used extensively to guard against hazardous 
leaks during boiler shutdown. 
6. 	 r1iscellaneous 
CFI uses a hydraulic coupler on the gas blm-lTer for the 
coke oven gas 't'lhich is also burned in their furnaces. The 
couple permits them to change nressure out'Out on the blo\orer 
and thereby save some gas compression costs. 
Although CFI does not use gas turbines on blast furnace 
gas apparently some steel cOI"'.panies do. The blast furnace 
superintendent, Mr. John Carlson, indicated that turbines 
were in satisfactory use elsewhere in the industry. 
B. 	 Effect of Air Rate on Gas Production 
The gas production from Puns 543 to 576 from Retort No. 1 have 
been compared ~V'ith the gas production for Runs B620 to :9700 
from Retort No. 2 in an attempt to seek differences between 
the t,'lO ret:orts. This comparison sho\'J'ec. no differences in the 
gas production bet\'leen Retort Ho. 1 and Retort No.2. However 
it does point out the follo'Ning interesting characteristics 
of the combustion reactions which take place within the retort: 
1. 	 Carbonate decomposition is directly ~roportional to the air 
rate in SCF/T at anyone recycle gas rate. Increasing 
recycle rate increases carbonate decomposition. This 
relationship is not unexpected. Since the heat require~ents 
in the top of the retort does not vary significantly, any 
incremental heat of combustion must go to either carbon 
decomposition or increase spent shale ternnerature. The 
relationship is the same for Retcrt Nc. 1 and lio. 2~ indi­
cating that air rate rneasure~ents are consistent between 
the two retorts. This relationship is shm'ln in Figure 15. 
2. 	 The nature of the net combustion reactions changes with 
air rate above 4,OOO-SCF/T. Above 4,000 SCF/T the incre­
mental air is utilized in producinq priMarily C02 and CO 
and very little in producing water as shown in Figure 16. 
The change in combustion characteristics above 4,000 
SCF/T of air results in a 16% reduction in the heat re­
leased oer incremental SCF of air. It also indicates the 
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PRODUCTS AND HEAT OF COMBUSTIoN 
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:1 i 
: ! I,' I I " i :' : I ' : I .. : .. I.. ...--....,~; , 
3 
Air Rate, MSCF/Ton Raw Shale 
~34-
oxygen and a hydrogen-poor material with the incremental 
air above 4,000 SCF/T. The oxygen utilization and its 
significance is shOll-Tn belo\'l~ 
Incremental Over 
Air Initial 4,000 SCF/T ~,OOO BCF/T 
02 Utilization, % 
C02 49 65 

CO 6 27 

H20 45 8 

Total 100 roo 

Net Heat Released, 
Btu/SCF of Air 100 84 
Net C/H of ~·aterial 
Burned, ''1t/''1t 4 46 
The carbon-to-hydroqen ratio for coke on soent shale is 
about 15 and is 3 for methane. The exceedingly hiah 
carbon-to-hydrogen ratio of material curned with incre­
mental air is most likely the result of simultaneous 
steam reforming reaction converting '{.orater to H2 and CO. 
3. 	 The hydrogen proc~uction also increases ~;Ji th increased air 
as shown in Fiqure 17. This is fUrther evicence of the 
steam reforming reactions increasing with higher air rates. 
Adjusting the hydrogen yield for fluctuations in raw' shale 
assay from 24 to 33 gal/ton improved the correlation indi­
cating that the hydrogen production is also a function of 
assay. This is expected since the amount of hydrogen oro·­
duced by the Fischer Assay is directly oroportional to the 
assay. 
4. 	 The methane production \<ras not a function of air rate. It 
does appear to be a function of Fischer ,r..ssay yield. as 
shown in Fiqure 17. 
The significance of these observations with respect to retort 
yield and perfo~ance has not been established at this time. 
Additional evaluation and analyses will be spent toward ceveloping 
this significance and any conclusion ~Till be reported in a later 
progress report. 
FIGURE 17 
HYDROGEN AND ~'FTHANE PPODUCTTf"I~ 
• - Retort No. 1 x - Retort No. 2 
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